
-Editorial Opinion

The University's 1979-80
budgetrequest is like a child's
punching clown. Each time
the clown seems down for the
count, something happens
and it pops back up for
another round. It popped up
again when the state House
passed a $6.3 billion state
budget which included an
amendment to increase the
University's appropriation to
nearly $l2O million an in-
crease of 7.1 percent.

which work handin hand have
to be overcome.

One is the potentially
dangerous situation which
has arisen with the party line
attitude taken by legislators
over the tax issue.

Two years ago the
Democrats introduced and
passed a temporary .2 per-
cent personal income tax hike
and 1 percent increase in the
corporate net income tax. But
time and elections have
dulled the Democrat's
memories of their fight for
passage. The temporary tax
measure was to revert to its
,original levels of 2 percent
and 9.5 percent respectively
at the end of the fiscal year.

When it is clearly necessary
to make this temporary tax a
permanent one in order to
keep state related schools
afloat . financially, the
Democrats are balking while
the Republicans are lobbying
for passage of the bill.

As expected, these attitudes
were carried over into the
predominantly democratic
state Senate, which rejected

But the University's ap-
propriation is not safe yet.
The legislators who approved
the amendment, sponsored by
Rep. Gregg Cunningham (R-
Centre), are to be com-
mended for their action, but it
is hoped they will not be
content to bask in the glory of
this one accomplishment.
More work is needed to insure
the passage of a relatively
intact budget before the June
30 deadline, at'which time the
University would have to
resort to borrowing money to
meet operating costs.

To do this, two obstacles

Summertime . i a

But the Legislature's still uneasy
the budget and sent it to a six-
member House-Senate
conference committee. And
suddenly the other obstacle
surfaced the time factor.

The conference committee
is evenly divided between
Democrats and Republicans
for the first time in five years.
If these members continue to
vote along party lines, a state
financial crises couldresult.

TheUniversity is already in
a financial hole. If it is forced
to borrow money to meet
daily costs, the hole threatens
to become an abyss.

• It would seem logical and
advantageous from all points
of view to pass the budget
expediently. In the past the
legislature has not seen fit to
do this, creating serious
deficits to write on a sup-
posedly clean slate.

It is necessary for intensive
lobbying efforts by. members
of both parties. Cooperation
and compromise among the
six-member committee is
essential to beat the time
clock.

No way!
It is about time the University is, made aware of one of its

credit assignment problems. Anyone who has taken chemistry
14 or 15 understands the mess. A one credit course is supposed
to involve one third of the work of a three credit course. Math
61 and 62 are both three credit courses with which most
University students can relate. So you.would expect chemistry
14and 15to be one third the work. No way!

First, the math classes meet the equivalent of three periods
per week, while these labs meet for four. The math courses
may involve up to two to Vlree hours of study for each lecture..
Well, anyone who has writt?-0'up a lab report can verify that a'
short lab will take two nights to complete correctly and
completely, while a hard lab will,fill an entire weekend. Either
way the work can range from sixto nine hours. Ifyou think thisi 4 all the course involves you are wtong. Next you have to
prepare for a quiz on the next lab without any class instruction.
Granted the labs do not have midterms or finals; but come on
now, you can't tell us that these tests make three credit
courses three times harder than one credit courses. Ifyou do,
then what about English 10 and 20? They contain five papers
each with no tests, but chemistry 14 and 15 contain five and
seven lab reports respectively.

I am not saying these labs are worth three credits, but they
must be worth more than asingle credit.

Peter Koppel
3rd-chemistry

May 7

Courses don'tadd up
Beginning last fall, students taking the Math 61, 62, and 71

series have been subjected to a lot of unnecessary and unfair
hardships. The faults to be cited here are in reference to the
professors, the teaching assistants (T.A.'s) and lastly, the
testing-grading procedures used bythe math department.

A professor last term admitted the first day of class that he
had not seen the course's material in manyyears so we would
have to help him out. As each lecture period passed, the class
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Letters to the Editor
grew smaller and smaller as students migrated to other lec-
ture classes. Meanwhile, those that stayed were for all
practical purposes handicapped at test time because they
really had not learned anything. Between this one professor's
lack of teaching ability and the purple sweater that he wore
every day, herightfully received norespect from the students,
as was made apparent by the low marks he received on his
evaluations by the students. Still, he is maintained in the math
department. •

Turning to the T.A.'s, many of them can barely speak the
English language. Of those that do, it is rare to find one that
has any ability to teach. Presently, I have a T.A. who is never
preparedfor his recitation classes. He comes in, laughs off his
ignorance, makes a fool of himself, and we pay the price by
doing poorly ,en exams., T.A.'s are supposed to serve the
purpose of claiiifg .up's'any problems encountered during
lectures, not enhance them. Peilhaps T.A.'s' Should have to
take some tests before they can be T.A.'s. Today, all one needs
is a bachelors degree in the respective fields. Important
qualifications are not checked.

Finally, there is an attitude taken by the math department
that only a certain number of students can get As. If at any
time too many students appear to be getting 'A' averages, a
"killer test" is givento lower the averages. What insanity! So
what if instead of 'X' number of people gettingan 'A' there are
`X' plus 15?

I propose that evaluations of professors be taken more
seriously. Second, if a larger than normal number of students
are going to receive As, let them after all, they might
deserve them. Third, T.A.'s should be tested before they start
their paying jobs, and also, they should be evaluated by the
students. Name withheld upon request

May 9

Deposit for the future
I am writing inregard to the grading of English courses here

at the University. Although I've only been here a year, I have
already come to one conclusion: writing courses should be
pass-fail. An experience a friend of mine went through made
me decide. _

She handed in her first English 20 paper to her teacher, who
condemned it and gave it a C minus. She decided to change
sections and handed the same paper in to her new teacher. He
gave her an A minus and praised it. This is an indication that
writing ability is judged mostly by personal tastes. How can
writing ability actually be graded? Who is to say what is good
orbad?

If English courses were made pass-fail, perhaps some
standards could be set to determine who would pass and who
would fail. Correct grammar and organization might. be
criteria for the passing student, while teachers could
collaborate on failing requirements. In my opinion, this is a
good solution to the problem of the grading of written work.

S. Moses
3rd-business administration

Mar'9

That's whose laws
This is inresponse to the letter from Dennis Bauer on May 4

concerning "whose laws" are in effect in the Commonwealth.
The people who reside here have laws to protect their

freedoms and rights and to define socially unacceptable
behavior. I am sure that the majority of our state's voting
society considers smoking pot and public drinking deviant and
undesirable actions. The legal drinking age line has to be
drawn somewhere and judging from many other states'
raising the age, back to 20 or 21, Pennsylvania will not lower its
age soon. All of the laws that Congress and the state House
pass have some contingents of people who are opposed to
them. But if courts cannot make legal decisions or pcilice
cannot enforce the laws; chaos will result. Laws are not made
to please individuals or small factions' diverse whims, but
must cater to society's needs as awhole.

If substantial numbers of voters dislike a law enough, they
can get it changed. But there are not enough voters in the 18-21
year old age bracket to affect the law lowering the drinking
age. Not enoughwealthy interest groups back lobbying for pot
reform legislation. The laws are written to be tough on the
books, but their enforcement is often lax under certain
situations.

I was on the HUB lawn Saturday and Sunday and did -Sol;
witness any storm troopers violently enforcing the laws which
myself and a small handful of other students were pleasantry'
disregarding. My support to the people who were unfortunate
to have been caught. -1.

Mark Casperd
9th-managent6o ,
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arty runners separate the chaff from the wheat
Many say Texas will politically

dominate the 1980's the way California
has dominated this decade. Already
Texas is playing a pivotal role in the 1980
Republican presidential sweepstakes.

Choosing sides began Monday when
Altoona Rep. Bud Shuster endorsed
former Texas Gov. and Treasury
Secretary John Connally. Shuster chairs
the house Republican Policy Committee
and is the first person in a House
leadership position to announce support
for a candidate.

When Connally announced his can-
didacy Jan. 24, many dismissed it as
doomed by his past. Starting with an
association with Lyndon Johnson,
moving on to oil dealings and switching
political parties to become Richard
Nixon's treasury secretary, Connally
has acquired a reputation as a wheeler-
dealer. Most people only remember he
was.tried in the milk fund scandal, not
that an all-black jury took less than 45
minutes to acquit him.

But none of this has deterred big John.
He quickly qualified for federal mat-
ching funds by raising $25,000 in at least
20 states. Already his New Hampshire
organization is said to be the best
mobilized, having done one mass can-
vass of the state. And he is ascending in
party opinion polls, with rank and file
Republicans opting for his strong arm
reputation in favor of what's seen as a
vacillating Jimmy Carter.

While Connally has made these
strides, another Texan, former GOP
national chairman, CIA director and
China liaison George Bush has also been
improving his chances in the Republican

race. Bush, a moderate, has tried to
offer a synthesis of the best of Ronald
Reagan and Mac Mathias. At 53, his age
compares favorably with Reagan, and
his rhetoric has been pure right-wing
since he launchedhis campaign.
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The rise of Bush and Connally has
changed the outlook for the 1980 race.
Before it had been assumed that enough
candidates for a softball marathon
would grace the Republican primary
ballot all trying to capitaliie on
Jimmy Carter's early start four years
ago. With eight announced candidates
and four others waiting in the wings,
Ronald Reagan had been the
acknowledgedfront-runner.

That was the picture in late February
a year before New Hampshire. In the

interim, Bush and Connally have out-
organized Reagan, who only two weeks
ago opened his own campaign com-
mittee in New Hampshire. In a straw
poll taken of delegates attending a
dinner in lowa two weeks ago, Bush
easily defeated all corners with half the
vote. Reagan was a distant third. lowa is
another important state that will con-
ductpreference caucuses the night after
the Super Bowl next year and provide

the earliest indication of trends
It may be that justas Jimmy, Carter's

early success in 1976 quickly weeded-out
a crowded field, Bush and Connally
already may have narrowed the GOP
odds. With Bush and Connally operatives
already afoot in New Hampshire and
lowa, Reagan may be asking himself
whether he has waited too long to of-
ficially launch his own effort.

The importance of all this talk about
the minority party nomination is the fact

• that the Democrats themselves may
conduct what could be a destructive
primary fight. As President Carter
continues to flounder, the urge becomes
greater for Massachusetts Sen. Edward
Kennedy to accept the hosannas raised
to him and to challenge the sitting
president.

Despite Sen. Kennedy's aura, the
battle for the party nomination would be
a fractious fight for the party, leaving
the Democratic nominee weakened for
the fall campaign. The rise of moderate
elements in the Republican party would
position the GOP to take advantage of
conservative undercurrents dominating
political thought now.

So seven months before the whole ball
of wax gets rolling, the odds and the
characters of the game have been
changed. As Bud Shuster said, the race
could be decided before the first ballot
is cast in New Hampshire. And his action
endorsing John Connally may be a clar-
ion to party leaders to jump on the band-
wagon anyone's bandwagon before
it leaves the station.

Brian Golden is an 11th-term broad-
cast-journalism major.
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